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PREFACE

Because the distinction between community participatioa and community management is not
always clear, a brief discussion of the two may be useful before proceeding.
At the beginning of the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade,
community participation was generally defined as the labor that community members provided
during the construction of water supply and sanitation systems. This narrowly defined rob,
which placed participation within a largely technical perspective, aided coverage but did little
to foster a sense of ownership, without which few cornmuniti~developed the willingness or
the ability to maintain their new systems. When this developmental gap was recognized later
in the Decade, the concept of community participation expanded to include beneficiary
participation in the planning and design of projects and also in their direction, execution, and
management. How well the community canies out thrse latter functions ultim .tely de!ermines
whether their system achieves swtainability or fa& into disrepair.
Operations and maintenance skills, organizing techniques, self-confidence, effective
communication-all come into play when community members partidpate in the various
phases of their project. And it is those skills and attitudes that lead them to community
management, a vital element of the community participation process. Thus, community
management within this context encompasses the management activities that community
members undertake as a result of the skills they develop through their participation in a water
supply and sanitation project, skills that allow the community to sustain its water supply system
and to undertake further development efforts. Indeed, the expanded concept of community
participation includes management, the focus of this paper. It is the management aspect that
requires the mobilization of resources not only from and by communities, but from central and
national institutions interested and responsible for decentralization.

vii

The issue of sustainability of water and sanitation projects has emphasized different areas at
different times. Initially, the focus of the sector was strictly technical and focused on
engineering. At another point, the emphasis was seen as primarily an institutional question.
More recently, the spomght has fallen on community management, raising questions about the
level of support that communities must have if they are to use the new facilities and to operate
and maintain them effectively.
Many donor activities in recent years have emphasized communities' need to plan and sustain
their own development efforts. There have also been many millions spent on strengthening
governmental organizations and agencies at various levels. Rarely has the connedon been
made about govenunent's role in supporting community management, delineating the steps
to take to prepare middle levels of government to support communities' efforts. This report
attempts to bridge these two themes-institutional development (or strengtnening) and
community management.
In order for community management to work, the middle or intermediate levels working
directly with communities must be strengthened so they can provide the communities with the
capacity to manage their own water systems. Within the context of community management,
d e c e n ~ l ~ t f oisndefined as the delegation of decision making to this intermediate level of
government, and countries will vary in the degree of decision making delegated.
worts to decentralize national water and sanitation programs are directly tied to organizational
structure of those programs. The success or failure of such efforts will depend on whether a
country's water and sanitation sector is structured in a way that is conducive to community
management. In a t-ighly centralized .sector where a national agency delivers services,sector
policymakers and managers are rarely responsive to communities. Decentralization, along with
community management, calls for national or regional agencies to devote time and resources
to developing a local capacity which can strengthen community stractures.
National and central institutions are beginning to recognize that for community management
to achieve its promise, long-term nurturing and sltpport will be needed. Water supply and
sanitation systems have costs and responsibilities that must be met, whether the systems are
operated by local or central authorities. Needs relating to staff training and retraining, foe1
availability, spare parts, and more complex operations and maintenance all require the action
of both central authorities and communities. These and many more issues are signalling to
authorities the gaps in their support for community management and also their need to
recognb that the concept of decentralization encompasses more than the shifting of central
government responsibilities to subnational units or communities.

In making its case for such support, this document draws upon experiences of the Water and
Sanitation for Health (WASH) Project in carrying out the process of institutionalization of
community management. A synthesis of these field experiences reveals grealy inaeased
growth and development of the water supply and sanitation sector through a --ling-up
process that has began to move individual projects Into government programs and enlarge the
focus from discrete miaoprojects to a national strategy.
The process of scaling up is central to institutionalization. Development activities, whkh
frequently focus on discreteprojects, tend to isolate resources and concentrate activities on one
region. Following successful pilot projects, it is often assumed thzt the same process used in
.the implementation of a project in one area can be replicated in other areas, thus covering the
entire counby and thereby "institutionaliingWthe activities. In practice this has rarely been the
case. This document looks at what type of planning activities and resource allocations should
be undertaken by central and national governments to ensure that the local maintenance and
management are supported and sustained. Written from the perspective of natio;nal/central
government planners, this document describes the steps governments should take tc promote
and support large-scale community management and outlines the issues and processes
encountered in scaling up from miaoprojects to national-level programs.
Chapter 2 examines some of the t s i c contextual fadots that influence the form and format
of community management in various countries. The chapter opens with the premise that
community management may not work in the same way everywhere, as the form it takes is
influenced by a variety of factors:
Availability of water. Communities that enjoy ready access to
enough water to meet thair needs (although not nzcessarily from a safe
source) are generally reluctant to participate in community
management responsibilities.
Economic a n d financial irsues. It is sometimes assumed that
because the service level is minimal, communities (especially rural and
peri-urban) will be able to sustain them. However, time spent in
managing a community water supply displaces time spent for other
survival activities.
0

Political context. Frequently, donor support and the interests of the
national ministry are closely linked to politics, both national and
international.
Sociocultural irauer. The lack of systematic approaches to
understanding existing management systems and existing hygiene
behaviors tends to lead to solutions that are neither based on reality
nor sustainable. When government institutions are determining

pri~ritksthat affect spec& c o m m u n i ~ those
,
priorides need to be
planned around data relating to the residents of those communities
and to the hygiene and management contexts within wh!& they
operate.

Institutional issues. The delivery of water and sanitation programs
to communities calls for a range of tasks from institutions in the water
and sanitation sector. These tasks require a variety of skills, whkh the
institutions must ouirline and arrange as a part of the &ling-up
process.
The third chapter, dealing with sectoral anangements for community management, exan3nes
the overall context in which community management takes place and discusses the types of
institutional arrangements that would support community management.
The fourth chapter outlines the operaiional steps needed to institutionalize community
management. The chapter builds on the issues raised in Chapter 3 and discusses
recommendations in several areas:

Encouraging donor collrboration. Lack of donor collaboration is
one of the stumbling blocks to scaling up of commudty management.
When one donor promotes capacfty-building and community
management and another stresses the number of systems built to meet
coverage figures, the government is less likely to develop the policies
and structures necessary to institutionalize community management.
Leverage must be used to achkte this collaboration among donors
and ensure that ihey do not promote policles that are at odds with one
another.

Establishing a legal m d policy framework. Community management needs a supportive legal and policy framework that encompasses
operations and maintenance responsibilities, legal status of community
water users associations, ownership of physkal assets, community
responsibility for asset management, and regulatory provisions to
ensure that communities carry out their responsibilities.

Defining and cluifying key functiana. Ccmmunity management
in water supply and sanitation calk for the integration of a number of
components.

-

Operationsand maintenance. Because communitiescannot
perform all operations and maintenance fundoru, projects
with a community management focus must know what the

community can do, who can do it, and what training ts
needed. The role of the government is to ensure that training,
tools, and spaue parts are available and conveniently located.

-

Health and hygiene, Although minisMes of public health are
viewed as the most logical group to implement this
component, they are often weaker ministries with smaller
budgets and staff than the minktries responsible for
infrastructure construction.
Monitoring and rupport. Support from a regional staff is
needed to provide continued trainlng based on the needs
identified at the community level by the extension agents.
Monitorir!g and support must be centered on the community
and extension services.

Managing Rnrnces m d coat recovery. Generally, community
water supply and sanitation projects anticipate that at a minimum
communities tan pay for operations and maintena~xecosts, although
the dJffering types of systems and associated costs are not always
discussed in sufficient detail. The national government should develop
a simple finandal management system that corr~munitypeople can
understand and manage themselves and that allows the government
to nronitor funds.
a

Determiniag rtrtnng and orgmlzationrl needs. Despite the fact
that support for community management is a labor-intensive process,
the economic situation of most countries is such that many
governments are under pressure to keep people off the public payroll.
To address this problem, some technical institutions have retrained staff
to work as extension staff, the most needed category in the process of
community management.
Detumlning trdning needs. Training ?sone of the critlcal steps in
institutionalizing community management. Developing a national
capacity and a delivery system to conduct effective training is clearly
one of the appropriate roles of the central goven~rneilt.
Determining logistical rupport needr. Although donors have cwtailed the provision of logistkal support, outreach to communitiesfrequently done outside prescribed offbe houn-remains a bask need.
Who will provide logistkal support and how it will be provided will
need to be outlined.

Crcrtlng rwuenesr and demand for community management.
The issue of community management needs to be kept alive beyond
the project time. A sector that b involved in the institutionalization of
community management needs to develop appropriate social
marketing strategies, among both community people and decision
makers.

Developing a management infonnrtlon 8ydem. In order to
monitor progress of a national community management system, both
district and national offices need to track programs.

Documenting r proctrr for working wlth communltleo. The
authors outline methodologies for documenting the reasons for certain
actions and the results of those actions.
The concluding section stresses that community management needs to expand beyond
capacity-building activities with community people, alone, to include z!1 the government and
national decision makers who provide support over the longer term.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Feu*donors or implementing agencies would deny the importare of community managenrent
and hygiene education in mral and pert-urban water supply and sanitation (WS&S) efforts,
for it is now generally agreed that without these components water projects will yield fewer
health improvements and be less sustainable. Although much thought has gone into
developing the concept of community management (Bamberger 1986), mounting evidence
suggests :hat thers is still more to be learned.
Some developing countries have made community management a part of their decentralization
plans, transferring responsibility for rural system management to the users. Various donors
support this trend, sl~ggestingthat a community's responsibility for the improved facilities goes
hand in hand with its sense of ownership for the systems (Donnelly-Roark 1987, McCommon
et al. 1990, IRC 1988). Responsibility and ownership, however, are closely tied to training
and capacity-building, all of which require support from institutions with more resources than
communities can command. Increasingly, central and national WS&S institutions recognize
these needs and recognize, too, that community management encompasses far more than the
central government's transferring of responsibilities to subnational (or regional) units and
communities. Indeed, community management may falter or even fail completely unless the
central government provides enough support both during and after the transfer. Looking at
the two ends of the spectrum, community management efforts at one end and the institutions
needed to support them at the other, it is clear that their interconnectedness is not always
understood.

1.2

Scope of the Document

This document makes use of a broad cross section of WS&S experiences worldwide to outline
the critical issues in the institutionalization of community management. Some of these
experiences involve the Water and Sanitation for Health (WASH) RoJect, whkh is aiding
several countries in their efforts to institutionalize community management. One such effort
is a USAID-funded rural water project in the governorate of Kasserine in Tunisia. In each
village receiving a water system, the project set up water users associations, whkh have
worked so successfully that the Tunisian government has committed itsel to replicating this
communiiy management concept throughout the country. WASH is providing technical
assbtance to the government in this transition to ensure that the associations are well prepared
and adequately supported by central authorities. Similar WASH assbtanoe in institutional

development at both central and community levels is currently taking place In Bek and
Ecuador.
A synthesis of these field experiences is revealing because of the overall pichue that emerges:
greatly increased growth and development of the sector through a scaling-up process that has
begun to move individual projects into government programs and enhrge the focus from
dlsaete projects to a national strategy. This document focuses on the issues and steps Involved
in developing a large-scale community management program. Written from the perspective
of the central government, the report outlines the steps necessary to promote and support
cornmunlty management on a large scale.

Specifically, the document will focus on the following objectives:
1.

Identify the larger environmental context needed to support
community management, which will include various levels of
government end posslbly the private sector.

2.

Identify the institutional gaps in supporting cornmunlty management.

3.

Outline the operational steps necessary for institutionalizing
community management.

Intended primarily for government agencies responsible for rural water supply and sanitation,
this document will serve as a tool In the formulation of strategies and action plans to help
support the institutionalization of community-based programs. Its chapters outline the issues
and processes such agencies will encounter as they scale up from microprojects to nationallevel programs.

OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Community management does not occur in a vacuum. Thus, an understanding of the overall
context in which community management occurs is critical to developing appropriate strategies
for a large-scale effort. This chapter will explore the key contextual issues that form the
backdrop to the establishment of o national community management program.
An important starting point is the realization that community management is not alwavs the
most appropriate approach to system sustainabiiity, nor does it work in all cases (Gilbert
1987). Although the involvement of people in their own affairs is an important consideration
and one that must be reinforced in the programming of WS&S projects, community
management may have limited effectiveness for a variety of reasons. For one thing, poor
people rarely trust their governments. When participation at the local level fails, it is sometimes
because people mistrust the government and may ignore the requests (or demands) of project
representatives. To the poor, whether villagers or peri-urban residents, project staff may
appear to be representatives of the government (Moser 1989). Not only the nature of the
government but also the composition of that society determine the form, content, and level
of local participation; the trick is to view the benefits of partkipation through the eyes of the
community. Often, however, agreement and support for participation are solicited only from
donor and government perspectives.

2.1

Water Availability

The availability of water affects the amount of time and interest that communities are willing
to invest (Uphoff 1990). Water scarcity is, of course, a matter of degree; however, experience
from the water sector suggests that where there is significant water scarcity, the benefits to
community members from participatir 1 in some kind of group decision-making and
management will be high. In fact, structures for managing this meager resource may already
be in place. It is likely that over the yean a local water management system has evolved that
is as effective as pouible, given the circumstances. Examples of community management exist
in oases in desert countries, where by necessity communities have developed associations to
manage a predous resources.
At the other extreme, communities having an abundance of water wlU generally have little
interest in investing time to build decision-making processes. A more effective approach might
be to emphasize the importance of having a safe water supply instead of getting unsafe water
from traditional sources. Such communities might develop a stronger environmental sanitation
program as a ruuit (racoob et al. 1989, Roark et al. 1988).

In the middle range of 'relative scarcity,' community members are likely to find it worthwhile
to involve themselves in resource mobilization and capadty-building actlvit&s so as to have a
voke in decision-maldng that benefits them (Yacoob 1989, Roark and Smucker 1987).

2.2

Economic and Financial Iaaues

The maaoeconomk context within whkh community management takes place is also very
important. .The best community management processes and projects can fail if the exchange
rate is so overvalued that there is no gasoline to run the pump. Although the sustainability of
community WS&S projects depends to a large degree on community resources and skills,
these cannot be separated from the macropolicies. A sound macroeconomk framework is a
precondition for the success of projects that depend on inputs beyond the ability of
communities to provide (Bossert 1990).
If a country has severe budget limitations and simply cannot financially support the recurrent
costs of operating and maintaining water systems, the community will need to assume a major
share of the costs. Most governments in developing countries do not have excess funds and
are moving toward a policy of community management primarily for economic reasons. In
addition, governments will be able to provide better service and extend coverase if they are
not responsible for all operations and maintenance (O&M) costs.
During the late 19805, the debt crisis of the developing nations in combination with shrinking
donor resources made it absolutely clear that the provision of nocost WS&S facilities to all the
world's people was no longer a realistic option. On the heels of this realization came the
prcasnt-day emphasis on community provision of O&M costs. Economic considerations aside,
the question of sustainability now became the focal point in the conceptual paradigm of
community WS&S projects.
A review of projects that have failed despite a strong community-participation focus suggests
that one cause may be a failure to appreciate the time cost to communities. When assessing
the practkahty of community management, two tasks need close attention: delineating at the
outset of the project the full economic costs associated with community management and
examining the cost saving of managing resources at the community rather than at the central
government level. Gains must offset costs if long-term community management b to succeed
(Yacoob and Walker 1991).
In reviewing iuues of sustainability of improved facilities in a peri-urban area, one project
manager suggested that community partkipation was impossible because residents were busy
with other activitlu and could not find time to come together for meetings. Community
management takes the time of busy peopk wh- scheduk of activities b not of a kisurely
nature. Planners tend to assume that because poor peri-urban dwellers or villagers receive no
money fa theb numerous activities, these actlvitles are therefore of little value. However, time

spent in managfng a community water or sanitation systqm displaces time that could have been
spent in other activities. Ohis is referred to as the "opportunity cost.") Systems may fail
because the resources n.tquired to sustain them are too great for the community to provide.
No matter how minimal the level of service, the costs to the community may still be too high
to be sustained even by the combined efforts of the community and the central authority
(Yacoob and Walker 1991).
Ownership and responsibility are the key ingredients for sustainability of such projects. The
willingness to properly use, operate, and maintain the system is considered the most overt
manifestation of a sense of o~nership.However, the question of ownership goes beyond the
right to manage the system. Most governments are reluctant to adopt polides granting the
physical system to the community association. Yet how can community members truly feel
they own the system if they are being loaned the physical assets and asked to manage them?
Clearly, this policy-oriented issue needs to be defined by the national government.
The concept of "willingness to pay" has begun to emerge as a pivotal point in determining
whether a system will be both sustainable and replkable. One methodology for determining
such willingness is based on surveys in which a member of a household is asked a series of
structured questions designed to discover the maximum amount of money a household is
willing to pay for improved water facilities @'hittington 1988).
Studies may or may not be accurate predictors of future behavior, however, since they are
often Lmited by the fact that they ask users to respond to a hypothetical situation. Social and
behavioral scienceshave demonstrated that actual human behavior is often quite different from
what responses to hypothetical questions might indicate; people do not always do what they
say they will do. There is some question whether people will actually spend the amount of
money they say they will spend according to willingness-to-pay studies, even for as highly
valued a good as water. It is also unclear what relationship exists between willingness to pay
and ability to pay, and whether willingness to pay is affected by availability of time or shrinking
household incomes. The studies appear to be most useful when actual behavior (e.g., the
amount the household is now paying a vendor for water) rather than hypothetkal behavior
is measured (Whifflngton et a!. 1989).
Despite their limitations, willingness-to-paystudies are now an integral part of project planning,
and the data they produce are sometlrnes used m an indicator of community interest and
preference for levels of technology. Such studies are now used, also, as a technique for
assessing the potential for cost recovery.
But ownership implies more than monetary payment. For community WS&S projects, it also
impller skill development, a time cost that community members will have to bear. It is
simplistic to assume that the degree of community ownership is a function of the degree of
c a t recovery, which in turn is a function of O&M effectiveness, or that wnere there is
complete cost recovery, communities are able to manage systems and, consequently, systems

are sustainable. In evaluating the utillty of cost recovey in community management, it is the
cotrtribution of this element to sustainability and capacity-building that is most relevarit.

2.3

Political Context

Aacrss the board the provision of water tends to be a po!itical issue. The primary areas around
whkh polltkal dedsions seem to dominate are, first, In the selection and provision of
technologies. Natlond governments view polMes regarding the type of systems provided as
a question of modernization. For example, systems operated on imported gasoline or on
elecbldty costing S.20 per kilowatt are provided only to certain communities. The second
political issue, related to the first, is when governments play donors against each other. It is
not uncommon that when one donor withdraws support because national polides or
technology choice are not appropriate, other donors are often willing to spend their resources.
Finally, the selection of communities or districts for improved water systems tends to favor
those where political rewards to policymakers are greatest. In fact, it is not uncommon to find
that some poorer and less iduential communities may receive lower level technology, e.g.,
hand-dug wells or pumps, when other communities receive systems run by ekctrldty or diesel
power.
It is not unustlal to find that in countries where community management and decentralization
are feared by the naHonal government, donor and project staff do not include these elements
in their operations. Or if they do, some national governments respond by accepting the role
of communities in the design but failing to provide resources to support their participation.
Another important political factor is the degree of support that community management
receives from the various political levels. Political will and commitment to the involvement of
communities in their own development b crucial to successful community management. Some
governments give lip service to such commitment but provide no resources to back up their
words. Support from political officials is perhaps the most important factor In'a successful
community management program. If the politicians do not support community management,
they can easily undermine it.

2.4

Sociocultural Iaauea

Prior to determining the type of support needed for community management, an insHtution
will need first of all to clearly define its mission. Why Is water being pro~id:~a?Is it to improve
community health status or to improve economic conditions? Each aruwer will require a
different community-level emphasb and, possibly, organization. Following such a decision,
bask infomatton ls needed to determine the most appropriate structures and types of
Interventions.

The basic information necessary includes the following types of questions:
a

How are community resources managed? What types of structures and
organizations are used to manage existing water sources or community
religious places?

a

What are the household economic activities? How much time is spent
for the different household tasks, and by whom?
How do people survive in times of extreme water shortages?

a

How do men and women interact economically within a household?
How do women acquire their wealth, and what are their financial and
labor responsibilities? How do these differ from those of the men?

a

How are decisions made within the household and within the
community?
What are the' hygiene behaviors contributing to m Jor community
diseases, and what do community people see as the cause of these
diseases?

Many of the errors most frequently blamed for lack of program sustainability are attributed to
inappropriate diagnosis of the problem and overoptimism of the solutions. Donor inability to
move from small experiential projects to the national scale can be attributed to insufficient time
taken in establishing the processes leading to success. The brief community visits of consulting
teams or resident government officials tend primarily to c o n h interpretations or reaffirm
conclusions from either earlier or similar contexts rather than calling for a re-examining of
current realities and using the data to formulate approaches and strategies.
The lack of systematicapproaches to understanding existing management systems and existing
hygiene 'behaviors tends to lead to approaches that have been most appropriately classified by
Chambers (1978) as leading to the following biases: "tarmacbias, showcase village bias, overrepresentation of areas next to research stations and towns, progressive farmer bias, rkh
farmer bias, male farmer bias.'
Community data upon whkh institutions base their programs and support suffer from the
above-mentioned biases. One way to overcome this bask flaw ir to sbucture small teams (that
also :nclude government staff) to collect field data, allowing at least three to four weeks of field
work for each team to observe what is going on In a representative sample of communities.
Following such field experience, government staff can begin to formulate the moat relevant
approaches to the context.

Yet another aspect with whkh most government institutions are out of touch with
comrnuniti~s,and thus unable to provide appropriate support, stems from governmental
emphasis on meeting coverage goals in both latrine and water system construction. Experience
indicates that sustainability is more often gained from slower approaches and better
understanding of what is feasible and possible for communities to use, Support, and maintain.
Assessing the capacity of communities to take on increased responsibility for managing their
water system is important.
C+overnmentinstitutions tend to base their primary raticnale for community management on
coz.t/benefit analysis, reasoning that community people will benefit from increased water and
from reductions of dlseases stemming from poor sanitation practices. Experience suggests that
high financial return to the gox:emmo.nt nay provide too Uttle motivation for households and
communities to accept new technologies.
Thus, when govemment institutions are determining priorities, the priorities of community
people within this framework must also play a role, emuring by this type of consideration and
approach that the! support provided is appropriate and relevant. The institutions benefit, as
well, since their efforts in providing support are not frustrated by community people who
misuse the facilities and fail to provide the required maintenance.

2.5

Institutional Issues

Delivery of water and sanitation programs to communities requires that institutions in the water
and sanitation sector possess a variety of skills, including community development, operations
and maintenance, hygiene education, training, management, engineering, and financial
management. These skill areas are not axclusive to central government. The central and
regional levels of government each have an important role to play in a national community
management program.
Apart from the variety of skill areas needed for institutionalizing community management is
the issue of physical and social distance of government staff from the community being served.
This distance frequently means that institutional staff have very little knowledge of community
beliefs, priorities, and needs. It b not unusual to hear extension agents express perceptions of
villagers as ignorant people, people who are illiterate and, therefore, must be shown what to
do. Unfortunately, the process of institutlonalibng community management, whkh requires
skills of fadlitation rather than teaching, provides few rewards for the extension agents. Unlike
the physical construction of the facilities, whkh can be seen, counted, and structurally
evaluated, the processes of community management are rarely clearly defined or visibly
evident.
Communities themselves may contribute to this problem. It is not unusual to see community
people pay great respect and esteem to those carrying out the construction or drilling of the

Improved facilities, even to the point of providing food and lodglng. By contrast, the extersion
workers providing community management training are frequently seen as lessimportant; for
the extension agents, there is little incentive to spend much time in communities where they
may even have to negotiate their meal for the day.
In such situations of low demand from communities and little accountability required of
extension agents 5y the institutions responsible for community management, there is clearly
a need for incentives. These need not be monetary, but they do need to be identified. A
World Bank study reviewing seven comm;tnity water projects in West Africa found that such
incentives are very important (Sara and Grey 1990).They may include such things as holding
extension agents accountable for and having incentives for conducting a certain number of
meetings with community organizations and for defining the results of such meetings. Nonmonetary types of incent!ves might include providng extension agents with supportive
supervision and regularly scheduled problem-oriented training, and providing community
organizations with training in the evaluation of their progress and assessments of their
successful experiences.
The ministries providing the extension agents-home affairs, women's affairs, etc.-typically
are government agmchs and tend therefore to expect the government to provide all financing
and support for an indefinite time. Such a perspective tends to slow down the processes of
community seE-reliance. As well, it is not unusual to find that those responsible for the
selection, training, and supervision of field extension agents have gained their seniority not
through expertis? but through their length of service within the bureaucracy. Innovative
methods to carry out WS&S projects focused on community management are more difficult
to integrate within such a context.
Complkations sometimes arise from the fact that water and sanitation projects are usually
managed by engineers, who often have the ultimate responsibility f ~ supervising
r
extension
agents. Frequently, engineers in such supervisory positions tend to believe in the overriding
importance of their technical knowledge or underestimate the kind of support that communities
need to become capable of managing their own water systems.
Staffing Ls also a serious institutional constraint in community management. Typically,
have limited budgets and are not free to hire additional extension-level
government minisstaff. Yet community management is a labor-intensive proass and one that requires adequate
staff with access to transportation.
Nongovernmental organlzations (NGOs)are frequently selectedtoaidcommunity management
efforts because the bureaucratic consi&rations mentioned in thb section are generally

lnapplkable to them. Althouglr NGOs are often most successful at the community level, the
sustainability of their efforts is constrained if governmental institutions responsible for
community management are unavailable to provide the needed support.

Some NGO efforts toward institutionalizing community management are worth noting. In

Haiti,for example, at a time of little government continllity or support, CARE trained a team
of three people who were already government employees and helped get them placed within
the national water authority responsible for rural water. One of them is available to work in
community management and hygiene education, another in operations and maintenance, and
a thtrd in training.In another effort, C A E in Sierra Leone developed a "secretariat"for water
supply and sanitation within the Ministry of Health. The members of that secretariat included
CARE staff who continued to upgrade the skills of the extension agents from the government
and from other donors in the country.

This chapter has spelled out issues and constraints that

arise when attempts are made to
institutionalize project components that are unrelated to physical construction. The operational
implications require that special emphasis be placed on countering some of these trends.
Chapter 3 discusses in detail the sedoral arrangements that support community management.

Chapter 3

SECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
A key issue in institutionalizing community management is whether a country's water and
sanitation sector is structured in a way that is conducive to community management. Water
and sanitation planners increasingly accept the premise that a highly centralized sector, in
which a national agency is directly involved in service delivery, can rarely be responsive to
communities or capable of developing a community capacity to operate and maintain a water
system. What is required, instead, is a sector that has delegated the responsibility for service
delivery to the provincial or district level and that has, as well, devoted time and resources to
developing a capacity at that level to strengthen community structures.

This chapter will examine the overall sectoral context in whkh community management takes
place and discuss the types of institutional arrangements that would support community
management. The chapter will also set the stage for the more specific steps, described in
Chapter 4, that a national agency d g h t follow in fostering community management.

3.1

Decentralization

For community management to occur, central government agencies must make the
fundamental decision to change their role from that of provider to regulator and promoter. As
long as central government agencies retain the responsibility for financing, planning, design,
construction, and even operation and maintenance, communities will continue to play a minor
role in managing their water systems. However, as central governments change thei~role to
one of regulator and promoter, they will turn increasingly to a variety of options for rural water
supply: nongovernmental organizations, the private sector, and comm~nitywater boards. In
all cases, the communities themselves will have a greatly increased role in decision-making.

The changing role of central government will inevitably lead to more decentralization. The
organization of a water sector usually includes at least three levels: the national level, the
provincial or state level, and the community level. In Tunisia, for example, :he rural water
supply sector consists of three levels. At the first level, the Ministry of Agriculture sets policy,
arranges finandng, allocates resources, and approves plans. At the second, provincial offices
of the Ministry of Agriculture carry out regtonal planning, design and construction, and major
system maintenance. Local community water users assodattons, at the third level, collect fees
and carry out bask operations and maintenance.
In large countries there may be several intermediate levels of government, whereas in very
small countries such as island nations, there may be none. In Indonesia, for example, there
are four levels that include-in addition to national, district-level, and community offices-a

subdistrict offke that stores and disMbutes frequently replaced spare parts. In order for
community management to work, the middle or intermediate levels working directly with
communities must be strengthened so they can provide the communities with the capacity to
matrage their own water systems. Within the context of community management,
decentmlhtfon is defined as the delegation of decision-making to this intermediate level of
government, and countries will vary in the degree of dedsion-making delegated. In some
countries, for example, planning will continue to be done at the central level while only
opentional authority is delegated. In some well-developed decentralized systems, even
financing is delegated to the provincial level.

3.2

Institutional Support

Several key factors contribute to successful decentralization and therefore to suctejsful
community management (Edwards et al. 1992).
First, it is important that the intermediate level of government have an organizational unit
specializing in water and sanitation. Often, countries decide to dc!egate responsibility for most
aspects of water and sanitation to a state or provincial level witlrout developing a capacity at
that level. Community management requires sustained support and nwturlng over time, and
without a local government structure capable of providjng that support, community
management is less likely to be successful.
Successful and effectivecommunity management will require support from government and/or
other institutions. Both hygiene education and community management have tended to suffer
from predetermined notions of what they include. For example, community management was
once considered to be excellent if funds were collected on a regular basis. Hygiene education
frequently tends to be thought of in terms of the numbers of latrines constructed. Such
mechanistic criteria have tended to remove any responsibility from government institutions and
to place it, instead, upon the issue of community "compliance or noncompliance."
The provision of long-term support to communities requires above all a thorough
understanding of how these communities define themselves, use their resources to survive,
govern or manage themselves, and define illness and health and the reasons for them. Project
sustainability is not aided by the setting up and training of community committees that are
neither representative of the people in these communities nor of the form of governing that
exists within these contexts. Similarly, latrine construction in Moslem communities that does
not allow for water to be wed in cleansing, or does not take into consideration other modes
d cleansing m p t a b k and practiced in those communities, will be far from adequate in
imprwing the community's health status.
Frequently, government agendes and those responsibk for community management have no
bask understanding of what constitutes genuine community interests or concerns and how to

structure changes that are sustainable over the long term. Usually, this is because the capacity
to carry out the klnd of investigative work that needs to precede any fonn of progra~~uning
does not exist in institutions responsible for delivering water and sanitation.
CounMes that decentralize must be willing to devote resources to developing a capacity for
commurdty liaison. In Tunisia, for example, the regional o h of the Ministry of Agriculture
have a unit responsible fa- rural water supply, giving the central government a clear
organizational unit to whkh it can prm-!de support to strengthen its ability to work with
communities.
A second key factor, again involving the intermediate level, is the coordination it mai:ltains
with the other organizations engaged in the water sector at that level: government ministries
such as housing, finance, health, and social affairs as well as nongovernmental organizations
and the private sector. To the extent that the water and sanitation sector decentralizer in a way
that parallels other sectors, coordination and planning at the provincial level are likely to be
more effective (Edwards et al. 1992). If the decentralized system is fundamentally different
from the water sector, that coordination will be difficult. Chile, for example, has decentralized
its water and sanitation sector into 12 regions, a structure which at present parallels no other
sectors. It remains to be seen how this will affect coordination with other organizations at the
regional level.
Finally, there must be a careful definition of roles and responsibilities between the central
government and the provincial levels. Decisions need to be made about who will be
responsible for planning, financing, design, construction, operations and maintenance, training,
setting norms and standards, and setting and enforcing regulations. While some of these
responsibilities clearly should remain with the central government, some of them must be
transferred to a lower level of government if decentralization and community management are
to occur. At a minimum, O&M responsibility should be delegated to a lower level of
government, as it is very difficult for central government agencies to cany out operations and
maintenance successfully unless the country is very small.

3.3

Number of Agencies Involved

A final wctoral-level h u e is the number of agencies involved in rural water supply and
with major
sanitation (Edwards et al. 1992). Whenever there are a number of ageresponsibility for nual water and sanitation, coordination becomes more difficult. Having one
agency responsible for community promotion, another for hygiene education, and perhaps
several for design and construction will inevitably cornpbte the plchue; communities must
then deal with four or five agencies, whkh may not always deliver the same messages. Thus,
limiting the number of players and strengthening their capabilities to cover a range of skills
required for successful WS&S programs may be more conducive to community management.

Chapter 4

OPERATIONAL STEPS TO
INSTITUTIONALIZE COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
National and central institutions are beginning to recopize that, if community management
ir to achieve its promises, long-term nurturing and support will be needed. Rural water supply
and sanitation systems have costs and responsibilities that must be met, whether the systems
are operated by local or central authorities. Needs relating to staff training and retraining, fuel
availability, spare parts, and more complex operations and maintenance all require the action
of central authorities as well as communities. These and many more issues are signalling to
authorities the gaps in their support of community management and also their need to
recognize that the concept of decentraiition encompasses more than the shifting of central
government responsibilities to communities. This chapter will detail the operational steps
involved in developing a large-scale community management program.

4.1

Encouraging Donor Collaboration

Donor cc~llaborationis especially important in the area of community management. If one
donor promotes community management while another does not, the government will be less
likely to develop the policies and structures necessary to institutionalize community
management. Unfortunately, such collaboration has often been lacking in nual and peri-urban
water and sanitation projects. Through meetings, frequent communication, and review of
follow-on project proposals, however, donors can cooperate more effectively and avoid
promoting polkles that are at odds with each other.
Recent requests from USAID missions indicate a changing trend in the operations of a number
of rural water projects, promoting, above all, collaboration with other donor agendes in
formulating a common approach to community management. In Tunisia, for example, a
USAID-funded rural water project is drawing to a close; at the request of the Tunisian
government, USAID Lc helping the government develop a strategy for institutionalizing water
users associations throughout the country. Kmdltanstclltfur Wfe&mufbau (KfW), the G.rman
development bank, is a close partner in the evolution d this strategy. This collaboration is
important because whereas USAID emphasizes the project's capacity-building and institutional
development aspects. KfW supports the construction of fadlities and the provision of logistic
support. Yet both donors are committed to Institutionatljing community management and to
mutually supporting each other's efforts.
Similarly, as USMD's water supply and sanitation project in Belize draws to a clow, its
traditional emphasis on prwlding water points b now shiftlng to developing institutional
capability at the central and community levels. As the proposals for the WS&S activities of the
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next donors (in thb case UNICEF and CARE) are being formulated, USAID is participating
in the proposal reviews and b also involving the two organizations in some of its proposed
end-of-project activities. In this way important information and insights relating to community
management are retained and passed to others.

4.2

Establishing r Legal and Policy Framework

One of the keys to a successful community management program is a supportive legal and
poky framework that addresses the following types of issues:
Division of responsibilities for operations and maintenance
Water quality monitoring
Legal status of the community water users associations
Regulatory provisions to ensure that the community water users
associations are carrying out their responsibilities
Ownership of the physical assets
Community responsibility for rnanaging the system
Consequences of failure to manage the system effectively
The most important point to stress here is the question of ownership of the physical assets.
Community management generally tends to focus on operations, maintenance, and recovery
of costs. If aU these are done well, this tends to indicate responsibility. Responsibility, in turn,
suggests a "senseof ownership." However, national institutions need to clearly understand that
the physical assets must legally belong to communities if they are to assume responsibility for
them.
A legal and policy framework provides an official basb for supporting community
management. In Tunisia, for example, the existence of a law passed by the nationaf assembly
allows for a high degree of politkal support. As a result d this la%, governors and district
heads support the Minktry of Agriculture's efforb in promoting local water usen associations.
When a comrnunlty refuses to contribute and goes to a governor's office for finandal support
to buy fuel and spare parts, the governors generally do not oblige and remlnd the comrnunitles
of thelr obligations. For a governor to provide funds would undermine the Minbtry of
Agriculture's effort.

lagal status allows communities to collect money and even open bank accounts for
management functions, activities rarely possible without laws or legal guidelines. The lack of
such laws creates the legal impediments found in many countries that tie the hands of staff and
organizations close to the communities.
It is possible to begin a national community management program by simply passing a national
law, as occurred In Tunisia. Other countries such as Sri Lanka are taking a slower route,
evolving a legal framework over time. There is no "right" answer. What is important is that
eventually a legal and policy framework exists that provides the necessary guidance to the
implementing institutions. This framework should be flexible enough to allow revision from
time to time, as lessons are learned about community management.

4.3

.

Defining and Clarifying Key Functions

Community-managed WS&Sprojects call for the integration of a number of components, each
of these a skill area that is often the specialization of a different ministry. Thus, clear
delineation of roles and responsibilities becomes an issue of critical importance.
4.3.1

Operations and Maintenance

The sustainability of the improved systems depends on the degree to which communities and
supporting agencies can provide regular preventive maintsnance and corrective maintenance
when needed. Thus, operations and maintenance becomes one of the most important areas
of community management. Such issues as who controls the spare parts, how the parts are
obtained, and how technicians at different levels of government and the community will be
trained make operations and maintenance as much an institutional as a technical
consideration.
Communities on their own cannot perform all O&M functions. Therefore, when a project
focuses on community management, it is important to know how much the community must
do, who in the community can provide those services, and what type of training they will
need. The central government, for its part, will need to ensure that training and tools are
provided and that spare parts are available at convenient locations.
4.3.2

Health and Hyglene

It is now well recognized that improved facilities alone will not bring about the anticipated
health benefits of WS&S projects. Hygiene education programs must accompany these
facilities not only to help community people develop an understanding of the benefits to them
from the improved facilities, but also to ensure, as a result, that people properly operate and
maintain the improved facilities.

Given that health and hygiene programs are a critical component, the question of how they
will be conducted and by whom continues to pose a serious sectoral problem. Although
ministries of public health are viewed as the most logical group to implement this component,
they are often weaker ministries with small budgets and staff that have gained seniority more
from tenure than from innovative attitudes. Almost always a ministry of health will enjoy fewer
resources than the ministries responsible for infrastructure canstruction.
Water project donors have approached this problem in various ways: some donors place water
projects directly within the ministries of health, thereby contributing to the institutional
strengthening of that ministry. Other projects have developed a hygiene education unit within
the primary minisby responsible for infrastructure development. No matter what arrangement
evolves, it b imperative that such an arrangement be developed during a dialogue that
involves all the parties and ministries concerned. If the responsibility for hygiene education lies
with a different ministry from the one responsible for construction, the two ministries must
coordinate their efforts so that they provide an integrated package of assistance to the
communities.
4.3.3

Monitoring and Support

The success of community WS&S projects depends on the training provided at the various
levels and on the monitoring and support provided to those implementing the project. As
outlined in Tech Pack (Yacoob and Roark 1990), a continual process of training in monitoring
and support provides an experiential framework that has at its heart a philosophy of learning
by doing, reviewing, and redoing. Such an approach helps extension agents stay responsive
to changing conditions in the community. Although the concepts of community participation
and management are similar, they are interpreted and implemented differently in each village.
Support from a regional staff is very important, to provide the continued context for training
based on the needs identified at the community level by the extension agents. Where the
programmatic approach is based on a process of learning rather than on a series of
interventions, monitortng and support must be clearly centered on the community and the
extension agents.

4.4

Manrglng Financing and Cost Recovery

A great deal ofconfusion exists among donors, implementing agencies, governments, and
communities about what is expected from cost recovery. Generally, community WS&S
projects antkipate that at a minimum all communities can pay for O&M costs. Unfortunately,
the differing aab assodated with each type of system and the various alternatives available
to community people are not always discussed with them in enough detail. As a result,
community people often believe that the only payment is the initial one made to open the
fund and acqub the system.

Increasingly, however, donors and governments are viewing sustainability as a measure of how
well communities recover costs. In such a climate, it is important to understand who is paying
for what. Under many donor-operated progvarns, such inputs as pipes, cement, fittings, and
skilled labor not found in the communities arc provided by the donor, while the community
provides the bulk of the labor. Under a policy of' cost recovery, however, all labor and tangible
inputs are to be provided by the communities, whl:e the donor/implementing agency provides
the technical expertise.
Most communities finance water systems through their equity, whkh includes available cash,
donated labor, and materials within the community. Whatever portion of the total costs the
community does not have on hand must come either from a loan that must be repaid (debt),
or from a donor or government grant. Under some cost-recovery options, communities must
assume debt to pay for purchased inputs such as materials and expert labor the communities
cannot provide, because these are not part of the grant given to a community. Poor
communities especially (which tend to characterize most areas implementing a community
water supply) should not secure debt to sirbstitute for equity they can provide. To ensure
sustainability, it is important to consider financing options that appropriately combine
community equity, debt, and grant to make up the total cost of the improved fadlities.
The issue of how this mix of finandng options can best be implemented within a cost-recovery
strategy is very important: can communities actually pay for the up-front purchased inputs of
their water system, even when they are willing to do so? One point of view holds that most
communities are too poor to pay. The question then arises of how communities who are
unable to pay will receive potable water. Another point of view assumes that most
communities can pay if motivated to do so. Will they receive water if they are unwilling or
unable to meet the policy of the implementing agency? Does it then become the role of the
government/donor or implementing agency to help communities raise the funds necessary for
finandng a water system?
Some NGOs have experimented with setting up small community businesses to support the
improved {,wilities,although the results of such efforts are still inconclusive. Be the activity a
business c.:. an improved water system, it will still need the implementing agency staff and
resources to get started. Furthermore, when the implementing agency enters the community,
it does so ostensibly because the community has identifled water as a need. How will
community people maintain their trust if the business appears to have become the priority,
with the Improved water shifted to the back-burner?
Regardless of the fonn that the cost-recovery strategy takes, clearly it cannot succeed without
the backing and support of institutions with resources beyond those of the community.

4.5

Developing a Financial Management System

Two major tasks of a community water users assodation are to collect and manage funds.
Because of the sensitivity surrounding the control of community funds, a community
management program needs to develop a financial management system that provides for local
control wer the funds and a measure of accountability. Having legal status will generally allow
a comrnunlty assodation the right to open a bank account, which will permlt access to the
funds.
The financial management system needs certain characteristics: first of all, it must be simple,
as any system that is too complicated will not work. Second, the system must be transparent
enough that community members can determine if the funds have been well accounted for.
Third, the system shotrld allow for the responsible government agency to monitor the proper
use of the funds. This right to monitor does not imply the right to control the funds but does
imply the right to be informed and to intervene if necessary. Finally, the system should bet
flexible so that it can be modified if it is not working. The design of a financial management
system is one of the responsibilities of the national government.

4.6

Determining Staffing and Organizational Needs

One of the most difficult challenges governments face in institutionalizing community
management is staffing. Experience has shown that the entire community participation process
is a labor-intensive activity that requires a fairly high ratio of staff to communities, since

intensive contact must take place not only during the project design and implementation stages
but also durlng the follow-up period. Yet most developing country governments are under
increasing pressure to keep people off the public payroll. This situation generally creates a
serious shortage of staff to cany out community partidpation activities, including the training
and support that go into a community's management efforts.
Added to the problem of staffing is the fact that many technical ministries have no labor
category of extension personnel and must retrain technical staff to work in community
participation. This shifting can be successful if the government ministry creates a career track
and offers incentives to attract good people. If these incentives are missing, however, the staff
metamorphosis may be incomplete.
District-level extension agents will require some support from a small but competent staff at
the central level, who are generally responsible for the following functions:

Organizing and providing training to regional-level staff
Monitoring progress in each region to determine what assistance is
needed

Coordinating activities with other concerned ministries
Organizing national-level awareness programs
Providing technical assistance to regions
Providing guidance on policy-related issues
Providing financing for activities of national interest
Addressing staffing hues-both number and type of staff needed-and dealing with the
organhational changes required to attract and retain them is a critical step that governments
can take to institutionalite community management. Although it is a difficult step in an era of
limited resources, it must be taken because without the right staff, community management
cannot be successful.

4.7

Determining Training Needs

In most situations, extension agents will need training. For one thing, staff reassigned from
technkal to community development roles require retraining, and new and career extensionists
often lack the skills needed to work effectively with communities. In some countries, the fonnal
educational system offers a post-secondary program in community development, but many
of these programs are theoretical in nature and do not adequately prepare the graduate to
work directly with communities.
To bridge this gap, community participation programs should offer skill-based training,
probably in the form of short (one- to two-week) participator): workshops. WASH has
developed a four-week training program for extension-level staff that can be delivered in twoweek workshops or in four one-week workshops. When the training is divided in such a way,
the partkipants can get some real experience between the workshops and can also apply what
they have learned, thus making their training more relevant. Tunisia has carried out a twoweek retraining of technicians, to be followed by a short refresher training in about a year.
A variety of training needs must be considered: in addition to community development agents,
hygiene educators must be trained and also technkians to train village caretakers. In countries
where the rural water supply technology is simple (a capped spring, perhaps), one person may
be responsible for aU three functions-community organization, hygiene education, and
caretaker training. In countries with more-sophiskated technology (such as deep-well pumps),
the functions may be divided among several people. The number of ministries involved also
affects training needs; if two or more ministries are involved and all have a spedallzed role in
the community partidpation process, training will have to address each of these needs
separately.

An approach used successfully in Zaire was to create a national training team for rural water
supply and sanitation. Represented on the team of 12 trainers are technicians, community
development agents, and health educators, all of whom plan and deliver workshops in their
areas of specialty.
Training is one of the critical steps in institutionalizing community management. Developing
a national capacity and a training delivery system to conduct effective training is clearly one
of the appropriate roles of the central government.

4.8

Determining Logistical Support Needs

Any donor will attest to the vehic!e wasteland surrounding a project area (includ!ng the
backyards of former project counterparts). As past projects were winding down, many donors
reallzed that vehicles provided as part of a project were not always helpful to project activities.
Gasoline, drivers, and maintenance facilities and crews are frequently beyond the means of
the government; thus, during and after WS&S projects, logistical support often becomes a
burden for governments.
Many donors have now curtailed the provision of logistic support, frequently leaving this issue
for the governments to work out. Yet, travelling to the communities, spending time in their
midst to carry out training, and conducting an ongoing dialogue that forms the very basis for
a long-term partnership between communities and governments are all activities that cannot
take place without access to transportation. One frequently hears the complaint from field staff
that they cannot do their work because of severe logistical restrictions placed upon them by
supervisors.
Obviously, there is no escaping the fact that for community management to take place,
logistical support, espedally transport, needs to be factored into the costs, preferably as early
as possible in the project. In 'Tunisia, for example, where other donors besides USAID are
players in the sector, KfW provides the logistks and support and USAID provides technical
support in the form of community-management training.
Regardless of the arrangement worked out, logistical support is a critical aspect of extension;
as such, how it will be done, what it will cost, and what it will entail all need to be considered
at the very beginning.

4.9

Cnatlng Awareness and Demand for Community
Management

While the h u e of community management remains in the forefront, there is frequently a great
deal of support for it from everyone. When the project ends, however, there is always a

danger that the issues of community management will qukkly fade into the background. A
sector that is involved in the institutionalization of community management simply cannot allow
this to happen and must develop an appropriate social marketing strategy as part of the
community process. Such a strategy will need to reach all those involved in supporting and
implementingacommunity management strategy-politicians, government, and communities.
This strategy will require different approaches for each of the target groups: community
people, for example, will benefit from posters and frequent radio spots, although at this level
a soda1 marketing strategy cannot substitute for community training. For target groups such
as politicians and high-level government offldals, a social marketing strategy will need to
include journal articles and press and radio interviews.

4.10

Developing a Management Information System

In order to monitor the overall progress of a national community management program, a
management information system needs to be developed. Without such a system, deckions will
be made in the absence of information. The system needs to operate on at leas: two levels:
the regional or district office needs to track what is happening in the communities and the
national office needs to track what is happening in the regions.
Although the specific informational needs would vary, the following are examples of the types
of information likely to be useful:
>

Regional Leuel
Percentage of the population who are members of the water users
association
Amount of money collected and spent
Operation and maintenance costs
Number of hours of pump operation
Amount of fuel purchased

Percentage of water points that are managed by water user
associations

.

Amount of money each region spends to support community water
users associations
Amount of money saved at the regional level in supporting water
systems
To determine the informational needs, several steps are recommended. First, the different
users should be identified and their particular informational
determined. This will allow
performance indkators to be established and datacollection forms to be developed. Once this
occurs, ways to collect the information should be determined, and training provided in
colkction and analysis of the data.
A management Information system will ultimately allow management indicators to be
established that show progress and identify areas for improvement.

4.31

Documenting a Process for Working with Communities

The concept of community management, its implementation, and its institutionalization are still
relatively new. Because each project, each context, and each approach are unique
experiences, their documentation and the lessons learned from each should not be lost.
One way to address this need is through a procedure called process documentation, which
had its origin in the Philippines (Veneration 1989). Following some community participation
experiences in two irrigation pilot sites, a workshop was convened to assess the various
approaches used. As a result of this workshop, a system-later called process
documentation-evolved to help develop a research methodology that would capture the
experiences of the different sites, yet also apply to future project implementation processes.
This procedure calls upon social scientists and trained observersto provide detailed information
on village-level project implementation. Indviduals and groups involved in the project then
analyze the data to extract lessons to use with a broader-scale intervention.
ThL type of documentation requires a systematic account of the activities and concerns of the

users and project/govemment personnel. Such documentation b done through meetings and
also through observation of project-specific activities. Interviews are needed to clarify how
activities were conducted; for example, when the decision is made to form a committee, one
might document the spedfk steps used by the extension agent and the community's response
to each of these steps.
The point of this documentation prows is to assess the implications for the establishment of
long-term community management capability and behaviors. Therefore, the data could be
arranged in a way that groups project activities according to each step of the community

management process (see Tech Pock for such a list). The narrative would be accompanied by
a description of the key problems and issues that emerged from these activities.
What mlght eventually materialize are two categories of information. The first might be the
existing soda1sdence knowledge on the characterirtics of an effective water users association,
namely, its broad representation, its tenure, its decision-makingpowers, and so on; the second
category might be the objectives, policies, and procedures that are the underpinnings of the
community's management system. The concepts and issues revealed would fall into two
distinct groups: one comprising those relevant to the partidpation of users in establishing their
own management procedures and to the development of the necessary groups, the other
those concerning the field procedures and institutional practica for canying out particlpatoy
community-based approaches.

4.12

Conclusion

Gilbert (1987) likened community management to a "chameleon," i.e., it looks different in
different settings. Clearly, it is a v e y sensible notion to involve people in their own affairs and
provide them with the skills required to carry them out successfully. If, however, donors,
implementing agenda, and national governments are serious about promoting community
management, they must consider how to provide enough support for it to survive. It is likely
that donors will have to be the main advocates of the institutional development needed to
sustain community management. At the same time, such donors will have to recognize that
they may need to take a much longer view of project sustainability than is currently in fashion.
The central and regional levels of government each have an important role to play in a
national community management program. Yet both roles are fairly distinct. At the central
level, one agency should have the lead responsibility for the national community management
program. This agency should be responsible for coordinating the actlvitles of other agencies
involved in the effort, setting direction, organizing national-level training, providing technical
assistance to regions, monitoring overall progress, and taking the lead in making others aware
of the importance of community management. Most of the implementation respon;ibility,
however, should actually occur at the regional or district level. The regional office should assist
in organizing the community committee or association, provide community-level training,
regularly monitor the performance of the associations, and trouble-shoot when necessary.
Regional-level activities could also be provided by NGOs. It is important that the central and
regional or district levels clearly define their roles and responsibilities for a successful program.

The successes of NGO-implemented community management projects in specific geographic
areas are important, as they can provide the lessons for national policy. However, national
policy issues include far wider elements. Thus, a much broader approach is required,
addressing policy, law, and interministerial (horizontal) relations as well as vertlcal expectations
and dynamics. Rivate/pubk-sector issues are also key to sector management.

If sustainabillty b the major objective of donor assistance, then clearly an attempt to address
long-term issues of community management is necessary. There are bask questions in
providing water and sanitation servkes to the poor. Costs and responsibilities must be
met-either by local communities or central authorities. Needs relating to legal standing of
communities to collect and manage funds, staff training and retraining, availability of fuel and
spare parts, and more complex operations and maintenance-all require the action and
support of central authorities. The resolution of these issues and others are signalling to
authorities that the concept of decentralization encompasses far more than simply assigning
or shifting central government responsibilities to communities.
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